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Abstract 
 
Augmented Reality (AR) is a combination between computer-generated object and real-world object. Computer-
generated object is a result of a three-dimensional graphics. AR software is designed to provide real-time 
interactivity with the user. The implementation of AR in this paper is to developing spectacle frame model 
simulation with face tracking and pose estimation algorithm. This simulation will have a lot of benefits, since the 
user are able to try various models of spectacle frames, anytime, anywhere, and lead into effective technology 
implementation. The speed of face detection or face tracking used in this software will have a significant 
dependency from the resolution of image input. The lower the resolution, frame per second will be higher. After 
the software is activated, users that in the webcam’s range will be processed automatically. The spectacle frame 
model will be positioned in the user’s face. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The AR implementation is connected directly with the world of computer vision. Generally, the 
media used is a video camera and a marker. By determining the position detected form the marker, AR 
can be accomplished. 
Face detection or face tracking is one of the fast-growing subjects in the computer vision world. 
Numerous algorithm and methods have been applied for accomplishing face detection. These things is 
supported by the vast benefits from face detection technology. Face detection application is able to use 
the video camera media and user’s face as an input. And the main idea is to detect human face, not a 
human alike face.  
One of a significant breakthrough is in two dimensional face processing. The result of this research 
is a possibility to process a two dimensional (2D) face data into a three dimensional (3D) space. In turn, 
these development resulted in a larger face detection implementation area.  
The basic idea of this modelling is to improve the weakness of 2D detection. For example, 2D 
calculation doesn’t have the precision of face shape and direction compared with 3D calculation. 
Through several approaches, 3D face detection is able to improve the benefits of face detection such as 
more precise face recognition.  
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In this implementation, the augmented reality will be using face tracking for a spectacle frame 
simulation. The approach taken in this implementation is to using the result of face tracking as a marker 
which will be followed by three dimensional face model recognition. The final step will be to 
displaying an augmented reality in the shape of spectacle frame. By combining all these steps, the 
purpose of this software is to become a simulation of a spectacle frame usage for users.  
The problem faced in this implementation is how to executing face detection, face poses estimation, 
and a precise and correct spectacle frame graphics generation. The method used will have a significant 
impact on the final result since one of the constraints of this software is real-time processing. 
 
2. Real Time 3d Face Tracking 
 
2.1. Augmented Reality 
 
AR is a phrase which referred to displaying a computer-generated object in the real world. In 
concept, AR is a real world condition which modified by computer into a new condition. Input used in 
AR varies from sound, video, image, to GPS. In the larger scale, AR can involved various sensors and 
special environment. The way of AR working is involving an input which is a position or coordinates 
in real enviroment and output which is a generated object from AR calculation. The AR generated 
object is a result from a 3D object.  
Based on the detection methods, there are two types of AR, markerlesss tracking and marker-based 
tracking. Marker-based detection on augmented reality will involves marker as a basis for defining 
input. Therefore, one of the algorithms used in this simulation will be a marker tracking algorithm for 
finding a marker type and position for generating AR object with accurate position. The result is a 
picture from 3D object which its position adjusted based on the marker position. Of course, the user is 
required to have the marker mentioned above for activating AR object. 
In markerless tracking, AR defines its input by using algorithms such as object tracking, hand 
tracking, or face tracking. The result for these algorithms will be used to define the position of AR 
generated object.  
In its development, various methods and algorithms have been used for generating more accurate 
and better AR. In addition, there are also a significant enhancement in the supporting devices, such as 
glasses for watching the AR result directly, etc. 
 
2.2. Haar Like Features 
 
Haar-like features [1] is one of the methods for face detection. This method works by changing a 
part of image (Region of Interest) into a value. This method is one of the common methods for face 
detection with high speed and accuracy. The term “haar-like features” origins from the calculation of 
Viola and Jones which similar with haar wavelet transform method. 
Basically, haar-like features working with changing a region near an image into pixel area based on 
its classifier. the next step will be to calculate the intensity difference of each pixel area. The resulting 
difference is used to categorize each area for an object detection. 
 
2.3. Statistical Shape Model 
 
Cootes and Taylor [2] stated that it is possible to representate a shape of an object with a group of n 
points, regardless of object’s dimensional (2D or 3D). The shape of an object will not change even 
when translated, rotated, or scalated. 
Statistical Shape Model is a type of model for analysing a new shape and generating it based on 
training set data. Training set data usually comes from a number of  training images which marked 
manually. By analysing the variation of shape of training set, a model similar with the variation is 
constructed. This type of model usually called Point Distribution Model. 
A criteria for good landmark is that points must have a consistent location between one image to 
another. The simplest method for acquiring training set is by marking several images with several 
points manually. In 2D Image, points can be placed in the corner of the object boundaries, the 
crossover between object boundaries, or others. However, these points only give rough pictures of the 
object shape. To enhance it, a list of these points is combined with points in object boundaries which 
placed in a same distance [2].  
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In 2D Images, n points of landmark, {(xi, yi)}, for a training data sample, can be representated as a 
X vector with 2n element, where: 
 
T
nini yyxxX )...,,,...,,(                                (1) 
 
Given s number of training data sample, resulted on a s number of X vector. It is crucial that the 
shape of training set representated in a same coordinat with training set data before we start the 
statistical analysis for these vectors. The training set will be processed by harmonizing every shape so 
that the total distance between shapes is minimized [2].  
If both two shapes don’t centered in (0,0), then a translation is needed to make both of them 
centered in (0,0). Shape variation modelling will be done, if s number of x points which already 
harmonized in same frame coordinate are already acquired. These vectors is construct a distribution on 
n dimensional space. If this distribution is modelled, a new data will be generated with match with 
existing data in training set, which in turn, is used to check whether a shape is similar with existing 
shapes in training set. 
 
2.4. Active Shape Model 
 
Active Shape Model (ASM) [3] is a method where the model is iteratively changed to match that 
model into a model in the image [4]. This method is using a flexible model which acquired from a 
number of training data sample. 
Given a guessed position in a picture, ASM iteratively will be matched with the image. By choosing 
a set of shape parameter b for Point Distribution Model, the shape of the model can be defined in a 
coordinate frame which centered in the object. Instance X in the image’s model can be constructed by 
defining position, orientation, and scale. 
 
cXxsMX  ])[,( T          (2) 
 
where: Tccccc YXYXX ),...,,,( ; M(s,θ)[.] is a rotation with θ degree and scale with value of s; 
(Xc, Yc) is a center position of an image’s frame model.  
In practice, the iteration will look in the image around each point for a better position and update 
the model parameters to get the best match to these new found position. The simplest way to get better 
position is to acquiring the location of edge which have the highest intensity (with orientation if known) 
along the profile. The location of this edge is a new location of model’s point. Even though, the best 
location should be on the strong edges which combined by the references from statistical model point. 
To get better result, the Active Shape Model is combined with Gaussian Pyramid. With 
subsampling, the image will be resized and it is stored as temporary data. The next step is to calculate 
the ASM result from one image to another image with different size and then image with the best 
location will be the best result.  
It should be considered that a point in the model doesn’t always located in highest intensity edge in 
local structure. Those points can be representating lower intensity edge or other image structure. The 
best approach is by analysing what it is to be found in figure 1. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. ASM Implementation 
  
2.5. Pose from Ortography and Scaling with Iteration 
 
Pose from Orthography and Scaling with Iteration or POSIT [5] is an algorithm which can be used 
for estimate the position of particular object in 3D field. This algorithm origins from Dementhon on 
year 1995 [6]. For measuring a pose of an object, at least four non-coplanar points in the image’s object 
are required. Therefore, a 3D projection field from 2D points which have been found will be used for 
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this algorithm’s input. It will estimating perspective projection based on object ortography projection 
from scalated object. The result of this projection is a rotation matrix and translation vector of the 
object. 
Therefore, the purpose of this algorithm is to calculate rotation matrix and translation vector of an 
object. Rotation matrix R from an object is a matrix which consist of coordinates from three vectors i, j, 
and k. These three vectors comes from an object coordinate system which is a result from a camera 
coordinate system. The purpose of the rotation matrix is to calculate a camera coordinate system from 
object coordinate system such as M0Mi the multiplication from M0Mi, i between first row of the matrix 
and M0Mi vector, will create a vector projection to i vector which located in camera coordinate.  
The rotation matrix can be constructed from a calculation of i and j in the object coordinate system. 
k vector will be created from a cross-product from i x j. While for the translation vector, T is OM0 
vector between projection points O and object reference points M0. The coordinates for translation 
vector is shown : X0, Y0, and Z0. Image 2 shows a perspective projection (mi) and orthogonal projection 
which already scaled (Pi) from object point Mi which have a reference point M0.  
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Perspective Projection and Ortographic Projection. [6] 
 
It should be considered that the object reference point should located in the beginning of coordinate 
axis. On figure 3 an object projection is shown in the shape of cube with POSIT algorithm. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Object Projection with POSIT algorithm.[6] 
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Fig. 4.  The result from POSIT algorithm. 
 
2.6. Head Pose Estimation 
 
The estimation of user’s head pose [7] when using this application will be using algorithms 
mentions above. Haar-like features, Active Shape Model, and POSIT. Haar-like features will be used 
for face detection, Active Shape Model will be used for gaining the user’s face point, and POSIT 
algorithm will be used for acquiring a user’s face. Poses will be calculated based on face feature points 
which generated by Active Shape Model. [16] 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Face Feature Points That Used for Projection in POSIT Algorithm [7] 
 
3. Testing Result 
 
In an augmented reality application, the user will watch a combination between a real world 
condition and virtual world. The real world condition where the user located will be captured using 
webcam. While the virtual world condition will be generated using computer graphics. The process that 
happen in combining both of this world will involved several algorithms mentioned before. 
In this application the user will have to positioned in front of the webcam and activate it. After 
that, the display of user’s face will be automatically displayed with virtual spectacle frame. With the 
help of webcam, this simulator software will be able to operate real time just like a realistic mirror for 
user. There are several things that acquired after the testing is conducted. 
 
3.1. Face Detection Accuration 
 
In the next testing, it will be seen that face tracking using Active Shape Model which used in the 
software will have significant speed change based on input image resolution. 
 By several testing with different input image resolution and same proporsional resolution, it is 
concluded that low resolution image will increase the speed of the software and the number of frame 
per second for the output.  
Table 1 shows the fps with different resolution. 
 
Table 1  
Frame per second comparison 
 
Resolution Frame Per Second (FPS) 
320 x 240 15 – 18 
480 x 360 12 – 15 
640 x 480 9 – 11 
 
The number of iteration for Active Shape Model process to get the best point location not depends 
on the image size itself. From several testing, it is known that the size from the input image does not 
have a significant impact with the number of iteration. It is because of the effect of subsampling that 
used in the face tracking process. For the example, the number of iteration from image with 640x480 
resolution is not too differ than image with 480x360 resolution.  
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Table 2 shows the comparison between the number of iteration. 
 
Table 2  
Number of iteration comparison 
 
Resolution Number of iteration 
320 x 240 10-16 
480 x 360 12 -15 
640 x 480 11-17 
 
The accuracy of Active Shape Model depends on several factors, such as brightness, image 
sharpness, and noise. For brightness, it is known that the image brightness intensity will affect the 
accuracy of detection. The comparison between brightness intensity and active shape model result will 
be shown in figure 6. 
Through testing, it is found out that the best brightness for this face detection is an average one. A 
high brightness or low brightness will decrease the accuracy of the face detection. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Face Detection in Several Types of Brightness 
 
The next testing will be involved with object in image. Often, there are several objects in the image 
that can block the face. By using Active Shape Model algorithm, the face detection will have increased 
accuracy eventhough it is blocked by objects. It should be remembered that the maximum face point 
feature that blocked by objects is around 25% or ¼ of overall picture. The result of the face detection 
can be seen in figure 7. 
    
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Face Detection in Partly Blocked Face 
 
In the testing with several faces as an input image. Active Shape Model will only detecting the first 
face detected. It is because of the implementaion of haar face detection that only process the first input. 
If the software find two detected face in the input frame then it will resulted in random shift in the 
output. The detection result with multiple faces can be seen in figure 8. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. Multiple Face Detection 
 
3.2. Head Pose Estimation Accuracy 
 
The testing for the user’s head pose is using POSIT algorithm which resulted in rotation matrix and 
translation vector as the output. The result from POSIT algorithm is acceptable even though it is not 
precise since the feature face points detection with Active Shape Model is not constant. Therefore, the 
output for the user’s head pose is not precise.  
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Mistakes in user’s head pose estimation is causing a shift in the location of spectacle frame in the 
program output. However, the shift is still acceptable and doesn’t disturbing the primary functionality 
of the software. The shift in the head pose estimation can be seen in figure 9. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. User’s Head Pose Estimation 
 
4. Spectacle Frame Simulator Using Augmented Reality 
 
By testing, the simulator software developed is acceptable in the terms of speed and accuracy. 
Spectacle frame provided in the simulator is constructed using OpenGL and located in the correct place 
according the face detection result. The pose shown before is created by masking methods. The result 
of the application can be shown in figure 10. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10. The result of spectacle frame simulator software 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
By analysing the implementation of AR, several things can be concluded: 
x Augmented Reality application should be supported by correct algorithm since it is commonly 
requires real-time processing. 
x Active shape model algorithm have a particular error level because shape model factor used and 
algorithm’s efficiency.  
x The choise of correct input image in the implementation of active shape model will have a 
significant impact on the outputl. Filtering and the environment where the image is taken are 
important factors for achieving best results in the active shape model implementation.  
x The quality of POSIT algorithm’s output will have a high dependency on the quality of it’s input 
image. 
x Augmented Reality Technology have a vast area of implementation for giving benefits to society. 
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